JOURNAL OF PEDIATRIC CRITICAL CARE

SUBSCRIPTION FORM

(Strike out whichever is not applicable)

1. Type of subscription – Individual / Institutional

2. Name –

3. Postal address – Building ........................................ Street ........................................
   Area................................................................ City....................................................
   Pin-code.......................................................... District..............................................
   State................................................................ Country..............................................

4. Contact No. Landline with STD code ..............................................
   Mobile No with country code..............................................

5. Email Address –

6. Signature ...............................................................

By individual / Competent authority for Institutes

Subscription Rates:

Individual (IAP-PICC member) - Rs.5000/- (Life membership)
Individual (Non-IAP-PICC member) - Rs.2000/- Per year
Institutional - Rs.15000/- per year

Kindly send duly filled form with Demand Draft to Hon. secretary IAP-Intensive care chapter or You can do bank transfer.

Address for Correspondence
Dr. Dayanand Nakate
Secretary, IAP Intensive Care Chapter
Ashish Clinic, 347, South Kasaba, Main Road, Solapur- 413 002, Maharashtra
Ph. 0217-2627447, 9850818650, email- nakated@yahoo.com

Account details-
Name of Bank - Federal Bank
Type of account - Savings
IFSC Code- FDRL0001584
Name of accounts - IAP Intensive Care Chapter
Account No. 15840200003657